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Tuesday
29 Oct 63
7 P.M. Spain

Dear Mom & Daddy,

We are sitting in our room at the Residence Alba in downtown Seville having a Cuba Libre - Rum & Coke which seems to be the standard drink for the Spanish. We are going to the Rivera Restaurant at 8 P.M. for dinner with another couple from Seymour. The wife is British and went home to visit her folks then came on down here to stay until her husband goes home in January. They have no children either.
Today we went to see the 58 little girls in the San Jose de Montana Orphans, it's a Catholic-run group that the American Squadron adopted when they took this alert commitment over 2 years ago. Each succeeding group takes over and does something for them when they are here. Roy's squadron bought them 6 bath towels and showers and we wives have collected clothes and toys for Christmas. Roy and I didn't speak much Spanish between us and the orphans and sisters spoke no English. We stayed so anyway and all the little
ragged children crowded around us and entertained us with dancing and singing. The least child there could do the Tango while the rest clapped. The last two little ones, aged 4 and 5, suddenly broke into a "first" completely a surprise—The whole group of kids were singing a fairly new American, traditional song—obviously learned from television—and the kids were cute. It was a pity we couldn't talk with them.

30 Oct 63

Next day I went out with the other couple here that we know. We
didn't do anything after dinner—just came back to the hotel and talked a while with the little gray haired Morrocan lady.

The next sight seeing a little after we left the orphanage—climbed to the top of a bell tower that was built by the Moors hundreds of years ago. There were no steps—just a gradual incline made of stones that was built square around the outside of the tower. We were puffing when we got to the top but the views of Seville was worth the trip. After that we went shopping.
in the square- you'd go
crazy here, Mom, they
have the most beautiful
big folk boots! you
wear bows- just huge- in
all colors! i can't carry
anything else, but i sure
want a bag and ray may
buy me a suede suit. this
leather here is beautiful
and quite inexpensive in
comparison to our prices.
It's time to go eat lunch.
one meat a day is included
in our room bill, so we
eat once a day here and go
out for one meal. it's raining
today- first rain in months.
Ray says- so we may eat
twice here.
I'll mail this on base tom.
arrow since Roy has to go out to collect his pay or it will be sent back to Seymour. He will be looking for a ride back for me while we’re out there. I expect to stay til about the middle of next week; if a ride home is no problem it has been well worth the trouble to come over because I believe Roy has really been pretty homesick. There’s not much for them to do at the base and he hasn’t had any time off before so this has been good for him too—to rest and sight see a little. Spaar. He’s like me—not much of a tourist by himself.
one of the other Capt's whose wife is here, just called and invited us to go to San Pablo (the Ether Air Race) for dinner at the Officers Club there. That will be a chance to see it.

With no car we have to wait for rides for out of town to the base. In town, we go by cab or walk - cabs are cheap as can be, so it's not too bad. Makes me feel like Mrs. Asterberry!

I'll quit so I can mail this at San Pablo. Otherwise it would take ages if I mailed it in town.

Quit worrying - I'll be home before you know it.

Love,
Eille + Roy